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-My machine relates tov a- new- andiuseful. ma 
chine or instrument for-use bylchiropracticstul 
dents in practicing the manual movements uti 
lized in administering chiropracticladjustments 
to the spine or vertebrae. 
The objects of my invention are: 

,. 1. To pro-vide..,a..simple,.,-inexpensiveapparatus 
, upon which ‘various movementsutilized in ad 
ministering chiropractic=adjustments may be 
practiced which will affordsu?icient resistance 
and .recoil to: simulate thelnatural. resistance -, and 
recoilo'f a. humancspine; ' 

2. To providesuchanlinstrument having means 
> adaptedto. guide. the movements practiced there 

15 on .bothlas ,to pow-er and .length of ,thrustland 
direction and extent oitorque; ‘ 
3. To _, provide.suchaninstrument on ‘which 

various degrees of thrust and ,torquermay be 
practiced; 

0 

>20 4. To provide ‘such lanlinstrument lin "which 
thrust, torque .and recoil movements .may be 
practiced in rapid succession. 

I accomplish these objects by, the means illus 
trated in the accompanying, drawings,_ in which,— 

25 ;'.Figure 1 is an end elevationof my-v apparatus; 
Figure 2 isa vertical ‘section through .the 

vmiddle of the apparatus as shown in'iFigure'l; 
Figure '3 .is a plan view looking upwardly at 

the bottom of the apparatus;.and . ' ' l 

30 ’ ‘gure‘ll is a side elevation of the groovedguide 
plates as they would appear if straightened out. 

Similar numerals refer to similar “parts 
‘throughout the several‘views. , 
My apparatus comprises .a base,'9, which is 

preferably composed of ya metalstamping, but 
maybe cast or otherwisefformed of any desired 
material. The base'in ‘general is composed of 
a '?at platewitn?anges ‘extending downwardly 
therefrom and triangular reenforcing plates,‘ 9a, 

40 united to the-lower- edges of'the ?angesfat the 
corners. ‘ , 

A pair of~matched guide plates, l4, which‘to 
gether form a cylinder, are'ymounted upon the 
base, 1'9, and-have lock pins, vIllagunited to or 

45 formed integral with-their 1 lower ends. 7 These 
lock-pins, ‘ Ma, are seated in suitable openings 

~ or bores, 9c,'formed in‘ the top of the basekand 
project through thei'base. iEaoh‘lock pin is pro 
vided with a slot on its inner ‘side just-below 

50 the top"plate-ioflthei‘base which-slots are-adapted 
to receivelkeysorlugs, I’Oc, formed upon‘ the 
peripheryl‘of . a gkeyplate jor locking :plate, 19, 
:zand'project laterally therefrom. , ‘ 

1Aieolumn,v :‘l, is seated‘; in a. suitable central 
55 :opening in the top sioflithe ‘base, :9, and: secured 

3 

thereto by‘ lock nuts,~8-and 8a, respectively above 
and below the top plate of the base. This column, 
‘E, extends vertically upwardly approximately the 
height of the guide plates, l4, and (a cap, .6, is 
threaded upon the upper end thereof. ' . 5 

Within the column, 1,,a tube, .75, is mounted 
V ' which extends below the column, ‘I, and forms ,a 
support for the locking plate, . H), which is formed 
with a central opening’ through whichthe tube, 
5, extends. . . 

A nut, 12, is unitedlto the lowerend of the 
tube 5,.and may be secured'thereto bya pin, I3. 
A spiral spring, H, is .mounted encirclingth-e 7 
lower end of the tube, 5, between thenut, l2, 
and the locking plate, ,I'llhand acts to.,keep.the 15 
looking plate, l9, upwardin close contact with the 
top of the base, 9. The center of the locking 
plate, Ill, ,isformed with a central depression 
which allowsit to clearthe locking nut, 8a. 
A rod, 2, is slidingly mounted in the,tube,'5, 20 

and has a bushing, '4, united to its lower end to 
?t closely the inside of the tube,25. The pinfls, 
acts as a stop to limit the downward movement 
of the rod, 2, and thev cap, 6, acts asja detent to 

10 

limit the upward movement thereof. , 25 
A spiral spring,_.3, is mounted surrounding th 

rod,_"2, with its lower end resting upon and united 
to the top plate of the base, 9, and its upper end 
united to a right-angle . arm,,l5a, one end of 
which is united .to the‘topofthe rod” 2, and the 
opposite end of which carriesa plunger, l5, se 
cured thereto by a set screw, l5b. ' 
The spring, ,3, is preferablylunited to the base 

plate, 9, and to the arm, E511, byspot-welding. , 
A head or scoop,'l,, preferablyformed of ‘sheet 35 

metal, is united to the top'of the rod, 2, which 
has a head, 211, formed thereon. to secure the head, 
i, to it. This head or scoop maybe of any de 
siredsize and conformation, but as the portion 
of .,the‘ hand actually, utilized to eifectuate a 40 

03 0 

chiropractic adjustment is usually that, portion 
of the heel of thepalm adjacent the. pisiform 
bone, I prefer to‘ form the scoop or head, l,,of a 
size corresponding to thatportion of the palm 
.of the operator. The scoop will therefore nor- 45 
mally have an area equalto less‘ than one-fourth 
of the total area of-the palm exclusive of the 
?ngers. In using my device, the pisiform bone 
will be placed directly above the upper end of the 
rod, 2, as shown‘ in Figure 2. It may be- formed 50 
of any suitable material‘ and the shape and size 
"may be varied to meet the requirements of, dif 
~ ferent operators. The curve of the head, |,-con 
forming to the curves of the contacting portion 
of the palm of, the.hand,..gives:.the hand a-?rm -55 
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grip thereon and facilitates the torque movements 
hereinafter described. 
The grooves shown in Figures 1 and 4 are to 

be regarded as illustrative of the direction and 
timing (as explained below in clause beginning 
“That is”) of the vertical and torque movements 
of the operator’s hand rather than as critical ex 
amples or as limitations of the scope of the ap 
paratus. That is, the torque movement prefer 
ably comes approximately at the end of the down 
ward movement. A variety of grooves will be 
provided for each machine and a plurality of 
plates, I4, having different forms of grooves, may 
be provided with each machine if. desired. It 
should be noted that the grooves indicate not 
only vertical movement, but also the torque or 
rotational movement and as the vertical and 
torque movements utilized in actual practice vary 
greatly, a corresponding variance may be pro 
vided in the different grooves of each series, as 
well as in the different series of grooves for the 
same or different machines. 7 

The guide plates, M, are provided with sub 
stantially U-shaped grooves, Mb and Mc, of suf 
ficient width and depth to receive and guide the 
plunger I5. The distance between the vertical 
branches of the U-shaped grooves may be varied 
to permit agreater or less lateral travel of the 
plunger and the slope of the bottom portion of 
the grooves may be varied in direction as well as 
angle so as to permit practicing the application 
of torque while the hand is still traveling down 
ward or to permit the application of the torque 
after the downward travel has been completed 
upon the return movement. It may likewise be 
varied to permit the application of torque either 
to the right or left as desired. 

This arrangement will permit and assist the 
application of torque at the desired point and in 
the desired direction and for the desired distance 
and the spacing of the U-shaped grooves will 
afford limits to- the torque .movement beyond 
which it cannot pass. 
For convenience, I refer to the downward move 

ment of. the rod, 2, as the thrust and to the up 
ward movement of the rod, 2, as the recoil and 
to the ro-tative movement of the rod, 2, as the 
torque. 
The locking plate, It), is provided with an arm, 

ISa, which extends laterally therefrom and at 
the outer end of the arm, Illa, the arm is turned 
upwardly at IIlb and extends upwardly through 
the arcuate slot, 9b, formed in the top plate of 
the base, 9, which arcuate slot is constructed on 
a radius from the center of the column, ‘I. 
The arm, Ina, is so positioned that when swung 

to the right as shown in Figure 3, the keys or 
lugs, I?c, will enter the slots, Md, and lock the 
pins, I do, rigidly to the top of the base, 9, thus 
securing the semi-circular. plates, M, in position 
upon the top of the base. When it is desired to 
change the plates, M, the locking plate, I0, is ro 
tated to the left as shown in Figure 3 and the 
keys or lugs, IOc, are disengaged from the pins, 
Ma, thus unlocking the semi-circular plates, I4, 
and permitting them to be lifted off the base, 9. 
The bores, 90, are all of the same size and uni 
formly spaced so that the plates, M, may be moved 
to bring any particular U-shaped groove, Me or 
Md, into register with the pin, I5. 
In the construction of my apparatus, a plurality 

of. springs, 3, may be furnished of different de 
grees of compressibility so that they can be 
changed to greater or less resistance as desired 

In the use of my apparatus, it is assembled with 
the spring, 3, of the desired resistance and the 
guide plates, I4 and Mb are adjusted so as to 
bring the particularly desired groove, Mb or Me, 
in register with the plunger, I5. 
The hand of the operator is then placed lightly 

upon the head, I, where it may be suddenly 
pressed downward for the desired distance, carry 
ing the plunger, I5, to the bottom of the adjacent 
groove, Mb or Me, as the case may be. At the 
bottom of the stroke or thrust, the torque or 
twisting movement of the hand is applied to the 
right or left as the case may be, su?iciently to 
carry the plunger to the opposite vertical branch 
of the groove. The downward pressure upon the 
head, I, is then suddenly released and the recoil 
of the spring, 3, carries the head, I, back to its 
original position. It is well known that the nat 
ural elasticity of the back when supported by 
tables such as the B.,J. Palmer Hi-lo, allows 
downward movements in the lumbar region of six 
inches or more and the elasticity of the tissues 
allows a very considerable torque or rotation of 
the operator’s hands without excessive rotation 
of the vertebra concerned. The apparatus dis 
closed assists the pupil to learn these motions. 

It is obvious that the pattern of the grooves, 
Mb and I40, may be varied to provide for a wide 
variation in thrust and torque, both as to length , 
and direction of travel. 
My apparatus will thus enable the student to 

practice the entire range of manual movements 
utilized in chiropractic adjustments of the ver 
tebraa and will permit the user to train himself , 
thoroughly in the various movements, as well as 
strengthen his muscles and to acquire agility and 
facility of movement requisite for the most diffi 
cult adjustments. 

It is obvious that various equivalents may be 
substituted for various parts of my apparatus‘ 
and I do not limit my claims to the precise struc 
tures shown in the drawings. 

It is obvious that the top of the spring, 3, may 
be united either to the arm, I5a, or to the scoop 
or head, I, or directly to the rod, 2, and the‘ 
lower end of the spring, 3, may be united either 
directly to the base, 9, or intermediately by be 
ing united to the nut, 8, or the column, ‘I, and 
such attachment may be made by spot-welding 
and/or other suitable means. 

I claim: 
1. An apparatus for practicing chiropractic ad 

justing movements comprising a base, a vertical 
column erected thereon, a thrust rod slidingly 
mounted within the column, a head united to 
the top of the rod, an angular arm rigidly united 
to the rod and having a downward extension 
spaced from the, rod, a plunger united to the 
downward extension, vertical circular plates sur 
rounding the rod and spaced therefrom having 
substantially U-shaped grooves formed in their 
outer faces, said grooves being adapted to re 
ceive and guide the plunger through downward, 
transverse and upward travel successively, and 
‘resilient means to resist the downward and ro 
tative travel of the rod and to return it to its nor 
mal position at the end of the thrust and torque 
strokes thereof. 

2. An’ apparatus for practicing chiropractic 
' adjusting movements comprising a base, a ver 

ticalcolumn erected thereon, a thrust rod'slid 
ingly mounted within the column, a head united 
to the top of the rod, an arm rigidly united to 
the rod and having a downward extension spaced 
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fromttherrodza plungemmited: to; the downward 
~:extension,"; platesssurroundingie the; rod ~ and 1 uni 
: formlyispaced'; therefromi having :groovesformed 
Finitheir' outer-graces, : said grooveshbeing: adapted. 
:tozrecei " nd:;guide the plunger throughdown 
zzwardra'n vutransverse,travel successively, and re 
:. silient- :means. to: resist/the {downward an'drrotative 
.ztravelvof; the; rods; and; torreturn. it; to . its . normal 
‘ position ' 3 at; the end. :of ":the: thrust and torque 

strokesrthereof. . v , 

113.;1An apparatus for practicing ~zchiropractic 
;~adjustingrmovements. comprising ga base,~.a- ‘ver 
.-ti,cal',~col_umn\.:erectedithereon,'1a thrust 1' rod slid 
vingly; mounted within the. column; a palm-shaped ' 
:head united-to thetop :ofrthe" rod,-:~.a_n< arm; rigid 
ly united to the rod and having a downwardcex 
:tension spaced 1; from - the 'rod,‘ a plunger united 
;.to-,;the "downward ‘extension, plates surrounding 
tithe;- rod=and~ uniformly spaced . therefrom; having 
;; grooves f ormedin. ;theiraouter:_.faces ; ,said'ggrooves 
Y being; .- adapted-r-toz receive and guide the- "plunger 
,- through : downward and transverse travel 7. suc 
.vcessively,. and resilientmeans to resist the down 
wardiiandrrotative travel of the rod and, to retum . 
Hit to:,itsnormal-v positiomat' the-.ven'd . of the. thrust 
;.an_-d:-.-torque; strokes; thereof . 

;4.,~An apparatus .-for practicing chiropractic 
. adjusting, movementscornprising a base, a-v-ver 
itiealrvcolumn. erected thereon, a' thrust rod slid 
z-ingly,.~mountedwwithin- the column, a palm-shaped 
.head uni-ted tothe top? of the rod, .an :angular 
-arm/rigidly-unitedtothe rod and havinga down 
vWard extension-spaced ‘from .the'rod, a plunger 
:unitedzto: the downwardv extension, vertical circu 

I‘ ,».-lar plateszsurroundingtherrodwand uniformly 
spaced" therefrom, having.v substantially -U—shaped 

.'- grooves for-med in their‘ outer' faces, - said, grooves 
:.being adapted to receive and guide :the plunger 
. through downward, transverse, and‘ upward travel 
.~successively, andxresilient means to resist the 
-..downward,~and rotativervtravel of the rod~~and to 
return it to its normal position at the end of the 

a. thrust and torque. strokes: thereof. 
.5. -An- apparatus for practicing chiropractic ad 

;justi-ng movements comprising a. base, a vertical 
:column erected thereon,: a, thrust rod'slidingly ‘ 
amounted within the column, a head united to 
. the top of the ro.d,ian angular arm‘rigidly united 
to‘, the rr-od and - having<a ‘downward extension 
-...spaced from theirod, a‘plungerunited .to the 
. downward extension, vertical circular plates-sur 
rounding the rodv and" spaced therefrom. having 
substantially U~shapedgroovesformed; in their 
router‘faces,:-said~,grooves being adapted wtore 
» ceiverand guide the'plunger through downward, 
transverse .and upward travel successively: and 
.. resilient means connected. to, and adapted to re 
:sistv the downward‘and rotative travel of, the rod 
and to return; itVtoY-its normal position at the end 
of the thrust fandetorque- strokes thereof. 

.‘6. ,A-nrapparatus vfor practicingachiropractic 
adjusting?movements comprising a base,‘ a ver 

. tical- column erected- thereon, a.- thrust ~rod- slid~ 
- ingly'rmounted within the‘ column; a‘head united 
: to -: the top :ofi the TI'0d,_'3,l1' angular army rigidly 
:unitedto the : rod - and have ‘a downward-exten 
ision spaced fromlthevrodra plunger united-to 
the: downward’ extension, interchangeable ~verti 
cal circular plates; surrounding the rod andispaced 

_ therefrom:having-substantially U-shaped~grooves 
formed in their-outer faces, said grooves‘ being 
adapted to receive :and guide the; plunger‘ through 
downward, transverse ‘and upward gtravel - suc 
* cessively; and resilientgmeans toresist the. down 

' :mard-and-rotative "travel of--..the5:'rod-._and to .16 

~ turn-it. to:itsznormalzpositicn at: theiend; :of " the 
zzthnust :andi torque;strokesicthereof. 

- ‘v7.2 Aniapparatus ion'praoticing vchiropractic-ad 
:justi-ngomovementsxcomprisingra base, a-vertical 
{columni-erectedithereon, ; :a ‘ thrust r-Qd:,s1idingly 
mounted withimthemolumn; a head united to the 

stoprof: the‘: rod, : anwarm * rigidly ‘.united tothe rod 
landjzhavingeaa .zdownward "extension" spaced ' from 
zit'hesrodf. azphmger unitedto. the .downwardiexten 
;:SiGI1,l interchangeable plates : surrounding the ‘ rod 3 
:iand-.:'.uniformlyr spacedr therefrom " having grooves 
"fOITmG'd'iII'LthCiI'K outer? faces, said: grooves. being 
;adapted:to receiva'and'zguide the plunger. through 
.csdownwardr and‘ transverse travelysuccessively, and 
cresilient means tcr'resisti therdownward' and rota- ' 
it'rve‘itravel iofzthezrodrandto return it to its nor 
makposition: atrthesen'd :of‘ the thrust ‘ and: torque 

::strokes:thereo‘f.’ ‘ ' 

’ :8:rzArnapparattis.foitpracticingfchiropracticv ad 
:justingzzmovements-rfcomprising va? basera ‘vertical ' 
column erected thereon,.asthrust‘rodrslidingly 
cmountedrwithinzthei‘column;a palm-shaped head 
‘united to thertopzofv the'rod;'an arm rigidly united 
ctoztherrod :a‘nd :‘having a ' downward :extension 
.cspacedfi'from; the i'rod,‘a plunger'united to the 5 

.cidownwardiextension, interchangeable"plates sur- ' 
‘- rounding the:'rodIrandfuniformly: spaced‘v there 
atfromvihaving grooves? formed. in‘ their outer faces, 
:asaidr:groovessbeings adapted ltoi-receivei' and’ guide 
tthe'rplunger through downward and ‘transvere 
>~ travel. successively;and‘resilient' means to resist 
‘thezdownwardztand rotativeftravel'. of "the rod and 
1t‘oa1’return" it to ‘its :normal‘ position at‘. the? end' of 
ttheithrust and torquesstrokesthereof. 

1:9‘. apparatus ‘for practicing chiropractic 
adjusting movements comprising .aiibase," a ‘verti 

:rcalecolurnn erected thereon, a‘thrustrod; slidingly 
‘mounted/‘within the column, ahead united to the 
ZtGpTOfithB rod,'an angular-arm rigidlyunited to 
¢‘t~the."rod.aand:having a downward extension spaced» ‘ 
1" fronrthe rod,¢=a- ‘plunger .‘united to ‘thertdownward 
» extension ,cverticalicircular'platessurrounding the 
-:rod rand spaced therefrom‘, having ¢substantially 
T.u-isl'iaggiecl groovesformed in one'face’thereofysaid 
“grooves-being. adapted *tocreceive and" guide the 
a plungeri'ithroughrdownward, ' transverse and up 
zwaridiitravelr successively, ‘and resilient, means to 
resistthedownvvardv and rotative' travel of the rod 
landitoareturnit to its’normal position'at the end > 
‘’ ontheithru'st and: torquestrokes thereof. 

10. Anewapparatus " for practicing chiropractic 
adjusting‘inovementscomprisinga'base, a vertical 

.zcolurnn ‘erected thereon, a‘ thrust -‘ rod slidingly 
»mouinted.-. withinrthe 'colurnn,-'a: head united to the 
“top ofrtherod, an “arm: rigidly: united'to the" rod 
.zaridimavingsa:downward- extension spaced from 
r'the rod_.-;a:plungertunited. to the’idownward exten 
msicn’,:zpiatesrsurrounding{the rod and uniformly 
nspacedt'there‘from. vhaving; grooves formed‘ in ‘one 
:‘tace-thereofgesaidgrooves beingadapted to re 
.tceiveiarrdrgui‘de the. plunger through downward 
:atttidztransversec travel :successively, :1 and resilient 
:meanssto-‘resi'sttthe‘downward and ‘rotative travel 

' .f‘ofztheircidzandtto return’ it to-‘its- normal position 
rat the rend-rof ~ the ithrust’rrand torque strokes 
7' thereof. ‘ , 

. 311.sAnezapparatuszforli'practicing chiropractic 
2adjustingwmovements‘comprising .a base, asupport 
{erected ‘thereon, v"a -manually depressible'means ' 
mounted upomthe support, an arm united to said 
:means lihavingwa' downward v~:extens.ion ‘spaced 
ntherefromsa .: plunger united ;to the downward 
1-extension; vertical plates‘ surrounding said means 
-.~.and~~:spaced therefrom; having rgrooves formed in 
acne facesthereof adapteditoaecciveiandguidethe 
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plunger through downward, transverse and up 
ward travel successively, and resilient means 
united to the depressible means adapted to resist 
the downward and rotative travel thereof and to 

' return same to its normal position at the end of 
I the thrust and torque strokes thereof. 

'12. An apparatus for ‘practicing chiropractic 
adjusting movements comprising a base, a support 
erected thereon, a manually depressible means 
mounted upon the support, an arm united to said 
means having a downward extension spaced 
therefrom, a plunger united to the downward ex 
tension, vertical plates surrounding said means 
and spaced therefrom having grooves formed in 
one face thereof adapted to receive and guide the 
plunger through downward and transverse travel 
successively, and resilient means united to the 
depressible means adapted to resist the downward 
and rotative travel thereof and to return same to 
its normal position at the end of the thrust and 
torque strokes thereof. . 

13. An apparatus for practicing chiropractic 
adjusting movements comprising a basefa' sup— 
port erected thereon, a manually depressible 
means mounted upon the support, an arm united 
to said means having a downward extension 
spaced therefrom, a plunger united to the down 
ward extension, vertical plates surrounding said 
means and spaced therefrom having grooves 
formed in one face thereof adapted to receive and 
guide the plunger through downward and trans 
verse travel successively, and resilient means 
united‘to the depressible, means adapted to resist 
the downward travel thereof and to return same 
to its normal position at the end of the thrust 
stroke thereof. 

L‘L'An apparatus for practicing chiropractic 
adjusting movements comprising a base, a sup 
port erected thereon, a manually depressible 
means mounted upon the support, an arm united 
to said ‘means having a downward extension 
spaced therefrom, a plunger united to the down 
ward extension, vertical plates surrounding said 
means and spaced therefrom having grooves 
formed in one face thereof adapted to receive and 
guide the plunger through downward, transverse 
and upward travel successively, and resilient 
means connected 'to and interposed between the 
depressible means and the base adapted to resist 
the downward and rotative travel of said means 
and to return same to its normal position at the 
end of the thrust and torque strokes thereof. 

15. An apparatus for practicing chiropractic 
adjusting movements comprising’ a base, a ver 
tical column erected thereon, a thrust'rod slid 
ingly mounted within the column, a head united 
to the top of the rod, an angular arm rigidly 
united to the rod and having a downward ex 
tension spaced from the rod, a plunger united 
to the downward extension, vertical circular 
plates surrounding the rod and spaced therefrom 
having substantially U-shaped grooves formed in 
their outer faces, said grooves being adapted to 
receive and guide the plunger through downward, 
transverse and upward travel successively, and 
resilient means connected to and interposed be 
tween the rod and the base adapted to resist 
the downward and rotative travel thereof and to 
return same to its normal position at the end of 
the thrrwt and torque strokes thereof. ' 

16. An apparatus for practicing chiropractic 
adjusting movements ‘comprising a base having a 
top plate with downwardly extending supports, 
a vertical column erected thereon, a thrust rod 
slidingly mounted within the 'column, a head 
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united to the top‘ of the rod, an angular arm 
united to the rod‘ and having a downward ex 
tension spaced from the rod, a plunger united to 
the downward extension, interchangeable guide 
plates surrounding the rod and spaced therefrom 
having substantially U-shaped grooves formed in 
their outer faces, said grooves being adapted to 
receive and guide the plunger through downward, 
transverse and upward’travel successively, pins 
formed integral with the bottoms of the guide 
plates, bores formed in the top plate of the base 
adapted to receive said pin slots formed in the 
pins, 2. locking plate revolvably mounted within 
the base having lugs adapted to enter the slots 
in the pins and. lock the guide-plates rigidly upon 
the base. 

17. An‘ ‘apparatus for practicing chiropractic 
adjusting movements comprising a base having a 
top plate with downwardly extending supports, a 
vertical column erected thereon, a thrust rod 
slidingly mounted within the column, ' a head 
united to the top/of the rod, ‘an angular arm 
united to the rod and having a downward ex 
tension spaced from the rod, a plunger united to 
the downward extension, interchangeable guide 
plates surrounding the rod and spaced therefrom 

' having substantially U-shaped grooves formed in 
their outer faces, said grooves being adapted ‘to 
receive and guide the plunger through downward, 
transverse and upward travel successively, pins ' 
formed integral with the bottoms of the guide 
plates, bores formed in the top plate of the base 
adapted to receive said pin slots formed in the 
pins, a locking plate revolvably mounted within D 
the base having lugs adapted to enter the slots " 
in the pins and lock the guide-plates rigidly upon 
the base, and resilient means connected to and 
interposed between the rod and the base adapted 
to resist the downward and rotative travel there 
of and to return same to its normal position 
at the end of the thrust and torque strokes 
thereof.» , 

18. An apparatus for practicing chiropractic 
adjusting movements comprising a base, a sup 
port ' erected thereon, a manually depressible 
means mounted upon the support, an arm united 
to said means having a downward extension 
spaced therefrom, a plunger united to the down 
ward extension, vertical plates surrounding said 
means and spaced therefrom having grooves 
formed in one face thereof adapted to receive and 
guide the plunger through downward, transverse 
and upward travel successively, pins formed in 
tegral with the bottoms of the guideplates, bores 
formed ‘in the top plate of the base adapted to 
receive said pin slots formed in the pins, a look 
ing plate revolvably mounted Within the base hav 
ing lugs adapted to enter the slots in the pins and 
lock the guide plates rigidly upon the base. 

19. In an apparatus for practicing chiropractic 
adjusting movements, the combination with a 
base, of a support united thereto, manually de 
pressible means slidingly mounted upon the sup 
port, a guide pin rigidly united to said depressible 
means, guiding means united to the base adapted 
to receive and guide‘ said guide pin during thrust, 
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rotative and recoil movements of said depressible _ 
means, and resilient means united to the depres 
sible means adapted‘ to afford resistance to the 
downward and rotative travel thereof and to 
return same. to its normal position at the end 
of the thrust and torque strokes thereof. 
'20. An apparatus for practicing chiropractic 

adjusting movements comprising a base having 
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atop plate with downwardly extending supports, 75 
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a vertical column erected thereon, a thrust rod 
slidingly mounted within the column, a head 
united to the top of the rod, an angular arm 
united to the rod and having a downward exten 
sion spaced from the rod, a plunger united to the 
downward extension, interchangeable guide 
plates surrounding the rod and spaced therefrom 
having substantially U-shaped grooves formed in 
their outer faces, said grooves being adapted to 

5 
receive and guide the plunger through downward, 
transverse and upward travel successively, means 
formed integral with the guide plates, bores 
formed in the top of the base adapted to receive 
said means, and a locking plate revolvably mount 
ed within the base having lugs adapted to engage 
said means and lock the guide plates rigidly upon 
the base. 
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